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As for Jasper, he could not own a trading team to deal with Harbor City’s stocks.
Just when he was about to say something, Anna spoke up faintly, “Jasp, you may
use the Law family’s team as you wish.”

“Then I’ll take up that offer,” said Jasper with a smile.

Anna nodded and then made a call. Soon, a small trading team consisting of
three men immediately showed up in the VIP room.

Mitch was almost at the brink of breaking down from jealousy when he saw the
scene, the corners of his eyes twitching. He said coldly, “Anna, even this
Mainlander has the right to use the Law family’s team?”

“You already said the team belongs to the Law family, so what rights do you have
to instruct me?” Anna counter-questioned.

Mitch was speechless, but his hatred and jealousy against Jasper had grown
stronger.

Mitch said to Jasper while letting out a cold laugh, “In a moment, I shall see how
you fall!”

Jasper knew the few traders. It was the same trading team he previously met in
Zachary’s study during the video conference.

It was just that the manager who led the team, Gordon Liam, was naturally not
here. Instead, they had already replaced him with a middle-aged man.



“Young Lady Law, Young Master Law, I’m Zack Jensen.” The manager who led
the team introduced himself politely then stood aside and was all set to wait for
further instructions.

‘This feeling he gives is much better compared to Gordon.’

Anna nodded her head and said, “Manager Jensen, later on, you and your team
shall follow Mr. Jasper Laine’s orders. Just follow his instructions when trading.”

Zack’s eyes were sparkling. He still remembered how his colleague, Gordon,
ended up quitting his job and feeling dejected because he offended a big shot
who was a friend of Mr. Law. ‘Could it be that person is this man before me,
Jasper Laine?’

“Your orders, Mr. Laine?”

Zack expressed his respect and said politely.

At that moment, Mitch and Jasper each had their team showing up.

Since it would just be small trading this time and the cash limit was only 100
million, both teams were only limited to three people.

Each team consisted of two traders and a manager in charge of communicating
with the strategist.

In no time, both parties had thoroughly understood the situation.

All of them were trading experts within the financial industry. They had
experienced such a battle between rich people before.

However, except for Zack, who knew just a little bit about Jasper, the rest of them
did not have faith in Jasper.



After all, Mitch was considered as one of the experts in the younger generation of
Harbor City when it came to investing.

His previous results were excellent as well.

‘And who the hell is Jasper?

‘Mainlander?

‘Is he here at Harbor City to humiliate himself?’

Everyone on the scene was looking at Jasper with a scornful gaze. ‘I wonder
where he obtains the confidence to have a battle with Mitch?’

Both teams were settled in the trading room. Each trader had a computer placed
before them and logged into their accounts. They were on standby for their
respective strategists to give them orders.

“Sunny Internet and Carefree Net, these two stocks are currently at the opening
price. Allocate 50% to each of them.”

After Mitch gave his orders, he looked at Jasper with a cold smile, waiting to see
what stocks he would choose.

Everyone’s attention was gathered on him.

He casually flipped through the magazine in his hand. Jasper drank a mouthful of
cold coke and said carefreely, “Full position into Densen Wintech.”

Mitch was stunned as soon as Jasper said it, then burst into manic laughter.

“Hahahaha, like I said, you’re indeed a worthless Mainlander. Are you really that
eager to prove me right?



“You spent so much time choosing and didn’t choose internet stocks which are
on trend right now. Instead, you choose Densen Wintech, which is half dead?
What a joke. With that ability, you want to have a battle with me?”


